Career Posting Form
Job Information
Employer Name: Gibbs Gage Architects
Job Title: Intern Architect
Location(s): Calgary, AB
Website Address: www.gibbsgage.com

AAA Member : ■ Yes

 No

Job Type (F/T or P/T): F/T
Expected Start Date: Immediately

Job Description

GGA is seeking an innovative and talented Intern Architect with a professional degree in Architecture and 2-5
years' experience to join our team of design professionals and industry-leading technical staff. The successful
candidate will be disciplined, creative, and an enthusiastic individual who is able to translate our client's
requirements into exciting architectural propositions, reflecting our pursuit of sustainable design excellence.
GGA's integrated design studio is an exciting professional development environment, supported by active
mentoring with opportunities to lead small to medium-sized projects. In addition to career satisfaction, GGA
personnel receive an attractive benefits package that supports our priorities of health, family and professionalism.
You will work directly with project/studio leads and Partners to conceptualize and develop design concepts for a
variety of project types and sizes.

Career Posting Form
Qualifications & Skill Sets
The chosen candidate must possess a professional and energetic attitude, excellent communication/interpersonal
skills and a passion for collaboration and teamwork. You must have proven problem-solving skills and an ability to
work on multiple projects; managing your time and prioritizing tasks to meet deadlines. You will liaise with
consultants, clients, project managers and approving authorities. Your portfolio should demonstrate proven design
and visualization ability, as well as the design methodology you employ in your design process. Work experience
will be considered an asset and preference will be given to those with a strong graphic communication skill set.
Experience in Sketch Up, Revit, and Adobe CS are necessary. Enscape, Rhino, and AAA Intern Membership as
well as LEED® AP will be considered an asset. Gibbs Gage Architects offer a creative and rewarding work
environment and an attractive benefits package.

Contact Information
(Please indicate any documents which applicants are required to submit, i.e. portfolios, cover letter, etc)
Please forward your covering letter, resume and portfolio to careers@gibbsgage.com

